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- Call to act focusing on the ambitious targets of the Decade Action Plan
- UNECE commitment in the Global road Safety Week: action will roll on through 4 different topics
  - Youth
  - Vehicles
  - Insurance
  - Alcohol policies
Road safety urges extra time

- WP1 wishes to see endorsed the request of the additional session in New Delhi, to be held in coordination with Institute of Road Traffic Education and UNESCAP.
- Hindsight synchronised analysis and building capacity, visibility, in a wider challenging horizon, proving initiative, fostering cascading involvement, defining a vision within the Conventions.
Road Signs and Signals - Getting them straightforwardly clear

- Many signs are scattered all round mismatching, mis-interpreting or in contradiction with 1968 Convention.

- WP1 exemplify the Committee of the quintessential importance of this issue and by inference of having a Formal Expert Group.

- Indeed at this stage- to make most of the time- the Committee is requested to endorse - in principle - this proposal.

- ..since the Tor are indeed only just about endorsed soon at WP1 and then submitted for approval by EXCOM in due time
The LC / Road Momentum

• The WP1 expects to have its Expert Group on road Safety at Level Crossing stepping in soon to start dealing with a crucial cumbersome challenge
  - ruling the interaction of two modes and two infrastructures to save lives.
  - by upgrading mobility options
• -identify and evaluate key factors leading to unsafe conditions at level crossings, by bridging several factors such as the infrastructure, legislation, user behaviour, management, education and enforcement.